Abstract: in the XML complex process relationship design problem, in multidimensional dynamic list scheduling algorithm, for the defect of platform (Group) selection caused by static priority of platform, an optimized priority calculation method is designed based on XML complex process modeling, during the process of task matching, the proposed method changes dynamically for the priority of platform according to the change of task demanded resource, finally through the simulation example, verifies the superiority and applicability of the proposed method.
Introduction
The various task of future complex environment has features like complexity, distribution and changeable; at the same time, the number of resources is huge and diverse. How to process scientific configuration and deployment for available platform resources in the task process, and achieve the reasonable matching of task -platform, execute the appropriate task on the most suitable platform at the right time, right place of execution of tasks, this is "task -platform" (RT-P) design problem (i.e. task plan) in the modeling of organizational design, in essence, it is optimized problem of platform resource scheduling implementing the distributed task [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Regardless of which method is used to solve the RT-P design problem, platform selection priority have to be determined inevitably, in the research of existing "task -platform" relationship design problems, static mode are used, have plenty of problems and deficiencies.
The problem description and model establishment
First the task and platform were defined to establish the XML model: Definition 1: Task models includes: task set ( ) ( )
Where m p is the number of the usage of m P platform, RI is the sum of all task resource requirements. This paper through resource dynamic matching between the task and the platform to reduce redundancy of usage of platform resource, thus, the objective function is to minimize complete time and the value of total redundancy multiplication of resources, as:
( ) min T RD * (7) Considering distributed constraints of platform, start time constraint of task and task resource requirements capacity constraints etc.:
(1) constraint distribution of platform When 1 im ω = , then platform m P must execute a task (including the starting task 0 T ) before assigned to the i T , and will also be assigned to execute the next task (including termination task 0 T ), 
The objective function is to minimize the multiplication of completion time of mission and resource redundancy, the model of problem is as follows: 
Optimization of modeling process based on FCM algorithm
This paper presents a simple, practical method to give C and ij u of FCM algorithm. The significance of FCM algorithm is to divide C individual cluster center ) , , , ( 
To represent the average distance of different clustering centers, classification is a reasonable.
Using f(X, C) can evaluate the performance of FCM algorithm. Smaller f (X, C) values is better, a threshold ε is given in the practical application, if f (X, C)< ε , then the C of value small is regarded as the number of clustering. So we can calculate C and ) , , , (
of the FCM algorithm, through the experimental data and the above methods can calculate C, avoid the error caused by setting C manually
Experiment
On the basis of modeling, in the MATLAB platform, approximation of a nonlinear function is achieved: Figure 1 show that, the number of nodes C in hidden layer is reduced from initial chaos state greatly, and stabilized at 10. From Figure 2 shows the network mean square error is decreased gradually, and "jitter" phenomenon doesn't happen. The mean square error of the network is 0.0275, the experimental results show that, using ANN modeling based on IFCM network, can obtain the concise structure, and function approximation ability is strong, can greatly improve the mapping ability of modeling.
